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But you see you don't actually understand how lawmaking works there's this set of

procedures and dates that BLEAAAARGHHHHHvomitvomit

The next day, she voted to move the bill without the 2k. Such a fucking phoney. https://t.co/3aiwDROypo

— ProgressiveSoapbox (@theProgSoapbox) December 31, 2020

Neoliberalism is an economic genocidal ideology predicated on maintaining capitalism, and capitalism is the

impoverishment, oppression and death of poor people because that's the OBJECTIVE of capitalist ideology. It's a

malthusian ideology.

Neoliberals are the original Alt-Right

Capitalism has ZERO todo with "markets vs. no markets," or "central planning vs. decentralization." That's *propaganda*.

That's a diversion.

Capitalism is the NAME OF THE ABSENCE of any support for poor people. In capitalism, giving ANY power to poor people

is a CRIME.

Capitalism has an *exception* to the strict forbiddance of giving any economic power to the 99%, and that is the concept of

"Merit."

If you act as a SLAVE (wage slave), then you can get some crumbs to *temporarily* avoid your death. While you are

mechanically useful.

These fucking Neoliberals which are 99% of the Democratic Party in the US are all POSING as nice people. They are not.

They are all sociopaths.

This economic fascism is so thoroughly normalized in the US that nobody has a concept of what capitalism is.

The fact that capitalists -- the owners of the undemocratic workplaces -- are all rich on the backs of their workers is also a

*diversion*.
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If a capitalist owner suddenly decides to run a virtual co-op where he earns all his personal profits but gives it all away in

bonuses to all the workers, and if he actually listens for what workers want, implementing a de-facto democracy, he will be

*targeted and destroyed*.

This happened in Brazil mid last century. The decent industrialists were all persecuted and dispossessed.

"Communism" / "Socialism" is an accusation used against anybody that is NOT onboard the classist Malthusian genocide

program.

Capitalism AS AN IDEOLOGY, as a belief system, as "neoclassical economics," as neo-liberalism, must be exposed for the

fascist right-wing genocidal malthusian market-based religious ideology that it is.

The "Market God" of capitalism is NOT an exaggeration. The robes of this ideology that the high priests use are the suit and

tie, the corporate attire, the BMW.

Why do you think people were giving Andrew Yang a hard time for missing a fucking tie? Because it's a literal church.

Yang was saying, signaling:

I'm not part of this bullshit fundamentalist malthusian "Market" church that has taken over the secular institutions by

*disguising itself* as a secular belief. I'm just a human being.

Yang is an anti-malthusian person; he is not a capitalist by definition, because capitalism requires poverty. Someone who

wants to abolish poverty is not a capitalist.

That's not how the word "capitalism" is used. Because people are idiots. But you are not. Now you know.

Capitalism is a dirty, dirty word. Do not attempt to use it in a positive sense. Do not attempt to use it to denote anything

positive, unless you know what you're doing.
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